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In order to be effective, graduate study is in
rected. The student is therefore encouraged to
with this graduate bulletin as he enters into hi

The Board of Visitors, the administration, and
Commonwealth University are committed to
portunity in education without regard to race,
origin .

Correspondence should be addressed to: Di
School of Education, Virginia Commonwealth
Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 23284.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
PURPOSES AND OBJECTIVES OF THE UNI

Purposes
Virginia Commonwealth University shall
educational environment nurturing and stl
search, and service. Sensitive to the n
Commonwealth, it will strive to promote
edge and the dissemination of professi

Objectives ·
To identify and anticipate urban proble
mentation and open-ended attitudes in
appropriate research, and to develop the
ning and resource center for urban livi
To commit itself to creative and varied
research, and consultation, contributing
the quality of life within urban communl
To promote and develop programs of
education relevant to contemporary soc
To provide an educational climate which
student a lifelong commitment to leaml
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de lop competence and motivation to work toward the

t~:n of individual and community potentials, and which
set for the student an example of excellence.

deVelop and maintain an environment of educational excelwhich will attract and motivate faculty to pursue their
in accordance with the highest educational standards.
,.cognize the imaginative power of the arts and humanities
ecting the problems and aspirations of society and of the
condition; to acknowledge the role of the arts in changllehavior; and to provide opportunities throughout the uniand the Commonwealth to maximize their relevance,
individually, in the self-realization of the student, and
y, in exhibition and performance.
plement existing institutions of higher learning by proprograms of a uniquely urban character, thus enhancing
educational opportunities of the Commonwealth.

Of VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY
la Commonwealth University traces its founding back to
when the Medical College of Virginia was established as
ical department of Hampden-Sydney College. This medilege was united with Richmond Professional Institute in
to create the new university.
Commonwealth University has two designated camb~t operates as one institution. The Academic Campus is
JUSt west of Belvidere Street in Richmond's Fan District.
Campus is east of the downtown shopping area.

~rograms of study on the Academic Campus lead to

mg .degrees: Master of Arts, Master of Art Education,
Administration I Master of Education I Master
s, Master of Music, Master of Music Education, Master
e, Master of Social Work Master of Urban and RePlan
·
'
ning,
and Doctor of Philosophy.

of Business
Art

~monwealth

University is a member of and ac-

,1t the So~~hern Association of Colleges and Schools,
accrediting agency for colleges in this region.
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LIBRARIES AND THEIR RESOURCES
The Virginia Commonwealth University Lib
James Branch Cabell Library on the Academ
Tornpkins-McCaw Library on the MCV
have expanded space and services through
projects and provide a combined capacity of
and seating for over 2,450. The university I
depositories for United States government
The James Branch Cabell Library is open fro
night five days of the week with shorter
maining days. Other features such as a
plays collection, assistance in film produ
lockers for commuting students, inexpen
duplicating machines, group and private st
writer facilities make the James Branch
than just a repository for books, but a r
the needs of the student body.
Of particular note is the reference of the
Library. Staff members welcome and e
ask those perplexing questions about the
terials which may be needed to compl
research paper successfully. The University
tory, located within the library, circulates
textbooks, and teachers' guides.
The Tompkins-Mccaw Library contains h
Complete sets of all major indexes in these
reference collection. Trained search an
help students obtain computer-produce~
cific biomedical and health-related topics.

GRADUATE FEES
Instructional Fees for the Academic Year•
Full-time Craduate Students:
Virginia residents, per year ... · · · · · · · • •
Non-residents, per year ..... · · · · · · · • •
Part-time Graduate Students:
Virginia residents ........ · · · · · · · · · · · •
Non-residents .......... · · · · · · · · · · • •

GENERAL INFORMATION
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tuition shown is for the academic year 1975-76. Educacosts are subject to similar price adjustments found in the
of other commodities; therefore, fees may be changed for
academic year 1975-76.
law affecting residence in Virginia is as follows: "No person
be entitled to the admission privileges, or the reduced
n charges, or any other privileges accorded only to doiaries, residents or citizens of Virginia, in the state instituiof higher learning unless such person is and has been
lciled in Virginia for a period of at least one year prior to
commencement of the term, semester or quarter for which
such privilege or reduced tuition charge is sought, provided
the governing board of such institutions may set up addirequirements for admitting students." VCU has no addirequirements for Virginia residency.

tlon Fee: All students shall pay a non-refundable applifee of $10 upon application for admission. The check
be made payable to Virginia Commonwealth University.
te Student Activities Fee: $4.50 per semester.

te Student Athletics Fee: $6 per semester.
lstration Fee: Full- and part-time students who register
the days officially scheduled for registration will be
a late registration fee of $10.
Fee: A fee of $16 is charged all candidates for the
5 degree who expect to receive the graduate diploma.

~r ~art-tir:1e day student who withdraws in good standInd ~ entitled to a refund of a portion of his tuition,
Al~ard fees for the semester in which he is currently
·
other fees are nonrefundable.
for Refund· A
·
to th d
·
request for a refund shall be made in
dere~ T~an of stu.dent services before said request can
Ind t :1. e following policy governs the refund of room,
u1 ion fees:
•
ent who f .1
r Will b
ai. s to register or is denied permission to
if pa·d~ entitled to a full refund of tuition, room, and
1 1n advance.

10
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2. A student will be entitled to a refund of
room , board, and tuition fees upon withd
end of the first week of the term (seven co
days from the first day of classes) and ad
cent each week thereafter up to and incl
calendar week. NO AMOUNT WILL BE
WITHDRAWAL AFTER THE FOURTH CONS
DAR WEEK OF THE TERM.
The actual date of withdrawal will be certified
the Dean of Student Life; and refund, when a
computed based on that certified date.
Contracts for room and board (except in c
tracts initiated during the spring and summer
two-semester period. If a resident voluntaril
the university residence halls without clearan
of the Dean of Student Services but remains
he will be responsible for full room and board
is not permitted. Exceptions to the above p
only by the Office of the Dean of Student
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES FOR GRADUATE
Policies for Graduate Studies

1. Degree recipients must have received an
average of 3.0 (" B" ).
2. A student who receives a grade of "C"
than 20 percent of the total courses requ'
program will be dropped automatically f
3. Full-time graduate status shall consist of a
and a maximum of 16 credits per semest
12 semester credits may be earned in su
summer.
4. Students must continually show acceptabf
havior to be retained in a program of gra
5. A grade of "Incomplete" presupposes
doing passing work on the comple~ed po
but is unable to meet all the requ1remen
the end of the term. A grade of "lncompl
given without an understand.ing b.et~ee~
the student. The maximum time limit f~
"Incomplete" for a course other than

GENERAL INFORMATION
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th semester following the semester (or summer session)

~ich the "Incomplete" was incurred. At the end of the
ding semester, an unremoved grade of "Incomplete"
matically is changed to a grade of "F." Exceptions to
procedure must be approved by the school or department
·rrnan upon the recommendation of the instructor prior
the time limit and a statement filed with the registrar.
"Incomplete" on the thesis must, of course, be removed
in the time allowed for the completion of the degree.
minimum of at least half of the courses required in the
ent's program shall be those designated as exclusively
graduate students; that is, those at the 600 level or above.
requirements for the degree must be completed within
years from the date of admission to graduate study.
time limitation applies to both full- and part-time stuSome schools may limit the student to fewer years.
on Catalog Provisions
and regulations set forth in this bulletin, as well as the
ts regarding fees, will apply until further notice. The
reserved to make changes in course of study, in fees, and
and regulations governing the conduct of the work in all
and programs, in the faculty and staff, and in the classiof students whenever university authorities deem it exor wise to do so.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
The School of Education, one of six schoo
Campus, has as its primary purpose the
vide high quality, dynamic, and innovative
sional education which reflect the following.
Identification, development, and refinem
petencies in relation to urbanization, rapid
other contemporary problems;
Development of the abilities, skills, and k
to meet the particular needs of learners a
Opportunities for field experiences, in
workshops; and
Development of a sensitivity to self and
human interaction in learning.
Another purpose of the School of Education
dents with various aspects of education~! r
opportunities for students to become mtelli
educational and related research, sensitive ta
cational research, and capable of designing
cational research .
A third purpose is to provide continuou~ P
to school systems. The School of Education I
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· lized information and services designed to meet educa1~ needs in Virginia and elsewhere. Such services include
1ram consultation, research design and conduct (implemen), and inservice education.
'nia Commonwealth University is located in the heart of
mond, Virginia's capital. In this location, graduate students
a multiplicity of public and private educational programs
institutions. These programs and institutions, often within
ing distance of the campus, provide the student with many
rtunities to obtain meaningful learning experiences.
achieve its stated purposes, the School of Education has
g relationships with other schools and departments within
nia Commonwealth University. In addition to many cotive programs, the students in the School of Education
opportunities to take a variety of courses in these schools.
School of Education is accredited by the Virginia State Deent of Education and the Southern Association of Schools
Colleges and holds membership in the American Associaof Colleges for Teacher Education.
S IN THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

ent of Educational Leadership and
I Development
ct.:Partment prepares students for leadership roles in public
private. schools, community colleges, and allied agencies.
seeking administrative assignments as principals, super, o~ counselors will find appropriate programs leading to
tion. Leadership development is the general focus of
partment with special attention being given to urban
5• The clarification of leadership roles and their develt assists schools and other agencies with the improve~leadership skills directed toward instructional improvee Department of Educational Leadership and Personnel
has two · major program areas leading to state
t?'1ent
•on:
ministration and Supervision

U'd
1

ance and Counseling

nt of Elementary Education
rtment of El
·
ified 1
ementary Education offers a program for
e ementary teachers/administrators and for those

14
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who are seeking certification for the first time
specialization areas may be used to acquire en
these areas to become eligible for additional
to achieve the Master of Education degree.
Areas of specialization within the department
riculum and instruction, reading, early childh
science / educational media.
The department also provides for students wit
degrees in related areas other than elementary
wish to work for the Master of Education deg
teach in elementary schools.

Department of Physical Education
This department offers a Master of Science de
students who wish to improve and extend t
in the field of physical education. Students m
zation from the areas of: elementary physical
dary/ college physical education, or moveme
Sincere efforts are
of study.

Department of Secondary /Post Secondary Edu
Students may pursue graduate study leading
Education degree in the following program are
1. Adult Education Program. The program is
adult education administrators, supervisors,
center coordinators, and counselors who are
with or plan to work in a variety of adult
including:
A. Adult Literacy Training
Federal projects such as:
Adult Basic Education
New Careers
Model Cities
Job Corps
Second Chance
High School Equivalency Programs
G.E.D. Preparatory Program
B. Adult Continuing Education
.
College and university adult evening an

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
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Community colle~e adul.t ~ducation programs
Vocational-technical training
C. Health Sci~n~es , Nurses, Allied Health Services, and InService Training Programs.

o.

Business and Industrial Training Programs

E. Religious Education and Church School Programs
f. Correctional Institutions Training Programs
Distributive Education Program. Students may enroll who are
rienced distributive education teachers who wish to work
the Master of Education degree to improve and extend their
as leaders in the field of distributive education. The proalso enrolls students with baccalaureate degrees in related
other than distributive education who wish to work for
Master of Education degree in distributive education in
r to teach in distributive education.
Secondary Education Program. Students may enroll who are
ish to become secondary school teachers in biology or
ematics. The primary purposes of these programs are to
'de experienced secondary school teachers opportunities to
d their skills and to provide teaching competency and certion to those persons who have completed baccalaureate
sin biology or mathematics.
Department of Secondary / Post-Secondary Education, in
unction with the Department of English (School of Arts and
ce~), offers a program leading to a Master of Arts degree
ghsh / English education with four areas of emphasis or
ntration.
prowam provides maximum flexibility by allowing each
t, in consultation with his graduate committee, to select
concentration which will best develop his competence in
areas most relevant to his scholarly and professional ob. The English / English education program consists of a
um of 33 semester credits.
more information on the English / English education master's
program, see the School of Arts and Sciences Graduate

n.

ent of Special Education
department f s
.
.
te 1 1
pec1al Education offers programs at the
eve to prepare students to function as competent

°
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well-qualified teachers of exceptional childr
pursue the Master of Education degree in:
1. Mental Retardation
2. Emotional Disturbance
3. Learning Disabilities
In addition to meeting the specific endorse
the graduate student in mental retardation
program which provides an opportunity for on
advanced theoretical knowledge and practic
to supply school systems with well-qualified
the mentally retarded .
The program in emotional disturbance is d
highly s,k illed teachers to meet the educ
mental health needs of children who are ex
functioning in educational programs as a
maladjustment. Emphasis is placed on train
competences necessary for innovative progra
based on the individual child's unique need
Experienced teachers are given an opportun
ter's degree in learning disabilities, building
petencies required of regular classroom te
placed on training teachers to function with
variety of capacities as teachers of learning
The training program consists of refinement
existing skills as well as the learning and m
methodology, and theory as they relate to
learning disabled child.
While students are prepared in categorical
state endorsement requirements, they are e
categorical lines through flexible programmJ
dorsement in more than one special area.
ment will allow one to provide services to
students who do not fit into any one categ

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
Any student holding an earned baccalaurea
institution acceptable to Virginia Commonwe
take appropriate graduate level courses.
semester hours of appropriate gradu~te c
ferred toward a degree. This regulation

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
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rses have been taken at Virginia Commonwealth University
r to admission or whether the courses are accepted on
sfer from another institution.
pplication to . graduate study mus~ be ~ade ~n the appropriate application form . The form 1s available in the School
of Education 's Office of Graduate Studies. Please allow 60
1fays to process applications.
The applicant must submit acceptable scores, as determined
by the Graduate Committee, on the Aptitude Test of the
Graduate Record Examination or the Miller Analogy Test.
Information on the G RE and the MAT may be obtained from
the School of Education's Office of Graduate Studies. It takes
·x to eight weeks to receive GRE scores.
The applicant should have achieved a grade point average of
2.8 on a 4.0 point scale on the last 60 semester hours of
undergraduate academic study.
The applicant must submit three recommendations from indiduals who are in a position to evaluate his performance as
professional or a prospective professional in the field of
ucation.
personal interview may be required.
e applicant must meet specific program requirements.
lstration and Supervision
progra~ in administration and supervision requires that

applying for admission have a minimum of two years
sful_ teachng or equivalent experience. Ordinarily a stuadmitt~? to the program will have an undergraduate degree
qual1f1es him for professional certification as a teacher.

requirements.

5~~ Pl1anning to become guidance counselors in Virginia
Ind aoo ~ ~hould have a valid professional teaching certifiminimum of one years' teaching experience.
e Education

ts applying for d . .

g cern
. a m1ss1on should have a valid professional
1 icate in the area of distributive education or meet

18
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that requirement prior to the granting of a Mas
degree.
Elementary Education
Students applying for admission should have a
teaching ~ertificate ~n an area of elementary ed
that requirement prior to the granting of a Mas
degree.
Physical Education
Students applying for admission should have a
teaching certificate in physical education or m
ment prior to the granting of the Master of Scie
students who did not major in physical educa
calaureate level, cetrain courses and experienc
graduate level may be required prior to acce
Secondary Education
The programs in secondary education require
plying for admission have a valid professional
cate in biology or mathematics or meet that r
to the granting of a Master of Education deg
Special Education
The programs in special education require th
plying for admission have a valid professional t
in an area of special education or meet that
to the granting of a Master of Education deg
gram in learning disabilities, applicants must
of two years' successful teaching experience.
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
A minimum of 33 semester hours of credit is
Master of Education or Master of Science deg
tion of credit is as follows:
A. Foundations (9 hours)
1. Psychological (3 hours)
Education 602 Adolescent Growth and
Education 603 Seminar in Child Gro
ment
Psychology 607 Advanced Edu~ational
Education 609 Learning Strategies for the

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

2• Philosophical ,
Education 601
Education 608
Education 610
Education 614

19

hist.orical, sociological. (3 hours)
Philosophy of Education
History of Western E~ucation.
School and Community Relations
Contemporary Educational Thought

3. Research (3 hours)
Education 660 Methods of Research
Education 606 Review of Research in Elementary Education (Elementary Education)
Education 629 Development of Research Techniques in
Physical Education (Physical Education)
Education 643 Research in Distributive Education (Distributive Education)
Education 664 Review of Research in Mental Retardation
(Special Education)
Education 671 Review of Research in Emotional Disturbance (Special Education)
Education 674 Review of Research in Learning Disabilities (Special Education)
gram (minimum of 15 hours)
candidate will complete at least 15 hours of credit in a field
centration as planned cooperatively with his advisor.
ive
candidate may take electives that are related to his field
Y or which will provide balance and breadth in his total
m. Specific electives must be approved by the student's
is or Additional Credit (6 hours)

iton to the above, a comprehensive examination in the
concentration must be taken after or during the semester
h the candidate enrolls in his thirtieth hour of credit.
dmination may be oral, written, or both at the discretion
epartment. In order to be eligible to take the examina• department chairman must be notified of the student's
1~. Writing 30 days prior to the examination date. Oral
•ons ~ill .be scheduled by the student and his advisor.
a:xaminat1ons will be given on the first Saturday in
Jut' the ~o~rth Saturday in March, and the second Saturt'y. A limit of two chances to pass the comprehensive
•on will be allowed.

20
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CANDIDACY
Admisson to graduate study does not constit
a degr:e. Rather, a student who has been adm
study 1s advanced to degree candidacy upon
tion of the department in which the degree i
Advancement to degree candidacy requires t
must have completed at least nine but no more
ter hours of graduate study with a minimum gra
of 3.0; clearly demonstrated the aptitude and
graduate work, including independent study;
mitment to education as a profession; demons
a successful career in the field selected in te
ment and personality. Admisson to degree
an automatic process, but rather the applicat1
is approved by the department only after ca
all pertinent factors. Only students who have
candidacy may pursue additional work toward

TRANSFER CREDIT
Graduate study in the School of Education
termined program. For this reason, transfer
couraged . However, a maximum of six semes
fer credit may be applied toward a Master
Master of Science degree in the School of
credits taken in a graduate degree program I
credited institution can be transferred.
Admitted students may take up to six hours of
if they have received the approval of their a
ment chairman prior to taking the credit.

STUDENT PROGRAM PLANNING
Before enrolling in any graduate courses foll
a program of study, the student must c?mple
The program plan, developed cooperatively
his advisor and filed in the Office of Graduate
line the sequence of experiences the st~dent
degree program. No departure from this P
study will be permitted without the stud~
and the approval of the student's adviso~, t":,
man, and the request filed with the Office
in the School of Education.

n 501

Pupil Evaluation

Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3

Its. • Principles and procedures in evaluating pupil growth in
, attitudes, and understandings; construction and analysis of
r-made tests ; and administration of group tests. Interpretation
up and individual tests with emphasis on measurement probof exceptional children.

502 Guidance Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
introductory course for all graduate students in counselor eduincludes a survey of pupil personnel services and places special
is on those services associated with the guidance program . The
is designed for both elementary and secondary counselors and
requisite to all other courses offered in the counselor education
503 Guidance for Exceptional Children Semester course.
re. hours. 3 credits. • Inter-relationships of home, school, and
nity agencies are explored with emphasis on the special eduteacher as a guidance worker in the areas of educational,
'social, and vocational development.
S04 Film as a Teaching Medium Semester course; 3 lec3_credits. • Exploring the film as a teaching resource. The
~ere~ign_ed to ~amiliarize the students with thought-provoking
h O_fdms will be presented. Especially helpful for the Eng0~~ {;,"' be the_ ~xploration of the relationship betwe_en film
relar e hur~an1~1es teacher will find a reperatory of films on
ing lo historical and social questions useful.
I

~
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Education (405) 505 Adolescent Medical and Soc
mes.ter cours~; ~ ~ecture hours. 3 credits. • Seminar
quaint those ~nd1v~duals working with an age group
normal. phys1olog1cal and p~ychological developm
and adiustment problems. This material will be pr
of. le~tures and case presentations with group part
will include drug abuse, underachievers, sex edu
problems, constructive challenges for the adolesc
the adolescent, and the effect of these problems on\
adolescent.
Education 506 Psychology in the Classroom Sem
ture hours. 3 credits. • An in-service course for cl
Based on special problems faced by the classroom t
reading, speaking, slow learners, emotionally distu
Education 507 Educational Media: Utilization S
lecture hours. 3 credits. • Designed to acquaint
media specialists, and other educators with the m
communication and their use in the education sett1
Education 509 TV in the Classroom Semester
hours. 3-6 credits. • Video taped teaching-learning
cified learner outcomes wi II be designed and pro
broadcasting and the use of commercial broadcast
examined.
Education 511 Techniques of Coordination in DI
Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Deve
relationship with resources in the community, sel
ing training stations, placement of students, and a
ment.
Education 514 Parent Child Relations Semester
hours. 3 credits. • A methods course in parent-chit
and problem solving. Designed to e nable par~nts a
to understand and relate more effectively with chi
Education 515 Distributive Education Adult
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • The place of~
in the total responsibilities of the teacher-coo~dl
ganizing, promoting, administering, and evaluat1.ng
selection and training of adult instructors. Basic
coordinators.
Education 516 Early Chirdhood Procedures . Sem
ture hours. 3 credits. • Prerequisites: Educatio~
cation of principles and techniques of teaching'"
riculum for young children.
Education 517 Teaching Elementary S~h?°I
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Emphasis is u
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·ques used in teaching science in the elementary school. Backnid material, course content, and modern use of science will be
u~ed to broaden the teacher's understanding in this field.
tion 518 Curriculum Planning in Elementary Science Semester
rse· 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Deals with factors that should be
sid~red when planning a science curriculum. Includes both historibackground and review of research.
tion 522 Teaching Elementary School Mathematics Semester
rse; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Methods and techniques used to
h mathematics in elementary school. Background material, course
tent, and modern uses of mathematics will be stressed to give the
her a better understanding of the subject area.
tion 525 Language Arts in Elementary School Semester course;
lecture hours. 3 credits. • Teaching techniques and materials for
developmental teaching of oral communication and written exion. Students will explore significant research and current literarelated to content, organization, and instruction in language arts
the elementary school.
tion 526 The Teaching of Reading Semester course; 3 lecture
rs. 3 credits. • For experienced teachers and graduate students. An
is of instrumental programs with emphasis on developmental
ing. Review of research, curriculum issues, and instrumental prores related to the program of reading in elementary schools.
lion 528 Children's literature Semester course; 3 lecture
· 3 credits. • Criteria for selection of children's literature and
. of children's reading interests. Analysis of significant research
l.'terature with application to selected problems and evaluation of
ve approaches and new materials in teaching children's literature.
• n 529 Movement Education Semester course ; 3 lecture
• .3 credits. • For teachers of early childhood and elementary
tion. Emphasis given to the role of movement in the educational
.::, .and movement theory and its implications for curriculum
. rnmg. Major consideration will be given to motor develop'" young children and its implications for positive self-concepts.

ho

n S30

Teaching in Urban Schools Semester course· 3 lec• For teachers and administrators in urb;n situa~ asis is given to the development of a variety of techniques
lnf~;ng t_he ~tatus of urban children and youth and in translating
mat1on into programs.

E~\3 ~r~dit~.

rse~~l I

Creative Teaching in the Elementary School

Semes-

~nt ecture hours. 3 credits. • Designed for early childhood

:ry_

from
teachers and administrators. Diversified experiences
proc arious curriculum areas, including the arts. Focus on the
ess and the role of the teacher in fostering creativity.
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Education 532 Group and Interpersonal Relation
3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Utilization of small-gr
vehicle to explore techniques and procedures comm
tions study. Focus on the teaching of interpersonal
havior objective identifi~ati?n, and developing of ex
to leadership, commun1cat1on skills, decision makin
ment in affective or humanistic education.
Education 533 literature for Adolescents Semester
hours. 3 credits. • This course is designed to acqual
practicing teachers of English and librarians with t
and uses of adolescent literature. The student is
materials desi gned to meet the varied needs and j
cents in the American secondary schools.
Education 534 Photography in Instruction Sem
credits. • Competence in using photography as a
tion will be developed by gaining the necessary skilt
producing photogra·ph ic materials for the classroom.
use of photography by school pupils as a means of se
Education 535 Problems of Social Studies In
course. 3-6 credit hours. Prerequisite: permission of
propriate teaching experience. • An in-depth in
nature of and alternatives to problems encountered
teaching. Deve loping and evaluating instructional a
stressed.
Education 538 Orientation to Speech Pathology
lecture hours. 3 credi ts . • An introduction to the h
trends in the field of speech pathology to include
terns of classifications, and concepts of etiology
therapy.
Education 543 Teaching High School Foreign .
course. 3 credits. • To provide insight into effective
foreign language instruction and to afford o~po~un
cipants to upgrade their foreign language skills in
hension and speaking. Attention will be given to
and techniques. Time will be available to obse
teacher using the methods and techniques taught.
Education 544 The Middle School Curriculum
lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisites: Edu~ation
Psychology 301 or 302, or permission of the instr
will focus upon an inquiry into the curriculum decl
ess as it relates to the education of pre- and early
middle school.
Education 549 Developmental Reading in the
.t • For
Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 ere d 1 s.
practicing secondary school teachers. The course
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t ·n learning and reading, and the translation of these concepts

spe~/fic teaching

procedures for students in the secondary school.

n 550 foreign Language Performance and Program Evaluation
ter course. 3 credi.ts. Prereq.uisite: p~rmission
instru.ctor. •
·ng student's listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills and
~ge of culture. Evaluating the effectiveness of the school's
language programs and instruction.

o!.

n 551 Survey of Special Education Semester course; 3 lechours. 3 credits. For majors and non-majors. • An overview of
Id of special education: identifying exceptional thildren, pro, facilities, literature, services, and professional workers. A first
for special education majors.
n 555 Geography in Social Studies Curriculum Semester
; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • A survey of geographic concepts
esses as a basis for examining curricular projects for and
ing instructional approaches to geography as part of the social
curriculum.

556 Characteristic of the Mentally Retarded Semester
; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Nature and needs of the mentally
with emphasis upon the degrees of retardation, causes, and
itant problems. Psychological bases for a suitable curriculum
explored.
557 Characteristics of the Emotionally Disturbed Semesrse; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • A study of the causes and
t problems involved in emotional disturbances and the implifor educational management.
558 Characteristics of Physically Handicapped Semester
3 credits. Prerequisite: Education 451. Exploration of a variety
hood health problems which have physical, psychological,
and educational impact on children, their families, communis~ho?ls. Emphasis on understanding multiple handicapped
with implications for rehabilitation and teaching.
559. Teaching the Physically Handicapped Semester
3 credits. Prerequisites: Education 451, 458. • Curriculum ded nt, special materials, and classroom organization of multiple
ass~s for physically handicapped children in day schools and
~t~ngs. S~ecial instructional procedures of the homebound
~ .co~s1dered. Adapted equipment and beneficial archimodifications will be discussed.
Te.ac h'mg the Disadvantaged Semester course; 3 lecrs560
3
~h'l~redits._ • Exploration of the nature and needs of disad1 ren with emphasis on implication for teaching.
561 Tea c h'. mg t h e Mentally Retarded Semester course; 3
hour
3
s. credits. • Curriculum development and organization
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of activities for the mentally retarded at diffe
with specific attention to: program content, eq
resources.
Education 562 Teaching the Emotionally Dis
3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisites: Edu
Curriculum development and organization of
tionally disturbed, including program content,
and resources.
Education 563 Teaching Slow learners Sem
hours. 3 credits. • Curriculum development and
ties for slow learners at different maturational
tention to program content, materials, resourc
Education 564 Teaching the Gifted Semes
hours. 3 credits. • Curriculum development and
ties for the gifted at different maturational levels
to program content, materials, resources, and
Education 566 Remedial Reading Semester
3 credits. • Study of reading efficiency, diagnos
of all age groups, administration and interpreta
ing diagnostic tests, and organization of readin
viduals or small groups.
Education 567 language Arts for the Men
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • A study
problems of the mentally retarded at different
techniques for developing appropriate curricula
school program .
Education 568 Psycho-Educational Diagnosis
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Study oft
procedures used in determining the nature
deficits. Emphasis is placed on educational t?OI
to appropriate methodology for children wrth
Iems.
Education 569 Teaching Remedial Arithmetic
lecture hours. 3 credits. • For classroom and
ing with children whose arithmetic achieveme
than grade-level placement or expectan~y, le
learning problems in arithmetic at the. child s I
in the sequential development of skills and C
Education 570 Medical Aspects of Cripplinf
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Survey~
special health problems as they relate to
programming. Etiology, prognosis, and effe~ts
are discussed by medical specialists. Teac er-
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explored. Pla~ni.ng for both the child and his environment to meet
special needs 1s included.
tion 571 Education of Self Semester course; 3 1.ectur.e hours.
its. • Designed to explore personal concerns of 1dent1ty, relahip, and power in a grou~ setti~l?i. preparato~y ~raining ~or small
P leadership and/or teaching, utilizing humanistic education cons techniques, and procedures. Participants are assisted in identitheir concerns, discovering their patterns of emotional and
vioral respon ses, examining the consequences of these patterns,
generating and "trying on" alternative behaviors, thus examining
ness of strategies for learning about self and others.
tion 572 Group Facilitation Practicum Semester course; 3
re hours. 3 credits. Prerequisites: Education 432/532 or equivalent
rience. • Reading in theory, technique and research in human
tion, and psychology organizational growth and development
personal awareness so they relate to group facilitation. Readings
be coupled with a placement in a group facilitation practicum.
Cross-Cultural Communications Semester course; 3
re hours. 3 credits. • An experimentally-oriented seminar for perpreparing for or in careers demanding close working relations
numbers of differing cultural-ethnic backgrounds, primarily
/black. Supported by out-of-class readings and exercises, the
nar will focus on attitudes, opinions, and self-perceptions operawithin the seminar and on relating these to race relations' proband change strategies within the larger society.
"on 578

Creative Rhythmic Movement

Semester course; 3

re hours. 3 credits. • A study of the importance and place of
m.ent and. music in a school program, and the uses of these
in teaching. Emphasis will be placed upon music as an accoment fo~ mo~ement and movement as an accompaniment to
Attention will be given to analysis, improvisation, and creativity.
Human Interaction in Teaching Semester course; 3
3 credits. • Case-oriented study of effective behavior
em'" uence on the classroom climate and learning. The content
erge as the cases are presented and discussed by the particih 580

Its . ~lurs.

589 Mot
.
•n
or Development of Small Children
Semester
3 1
'me e~tu~e hours. ~ credits. • This course will deal with the
childn
small children, pre-school, kindergarten, and firstctio~enf through physical education. Emphasis will be on the
groups. 0Th a program of. motor development for each of these
areas as
e programs will be based on the research findings in
P5ycholperceptual-motor development, motor learning, educaOf phys· o~y, and others. Those students and teachers in the
ica education, special education, and elementa ry educa-

°
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tion should find this course useful in
development for their students.
Education 591 Teaching Social Studies in the
Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Em
and techniques for developing knowledge, skills a
and social action in the elementa ry grades. Att~nd
culum organization, current practices, and trends in
studies.
Education 592 Movement Physiology Semester
and 2 laboratory hours. 4 credits. • Physiological
to bodily exercises in every day life and sports acti
changes in the human organism due to movement.
application of research to physical education. Stu
conduct, and complete a research study.
Education 593 General Motor Ability Evaluation
2 lecture and 2 laboratory hours. 3 credits. • The
struction of evaluative instruments in physical educa
on a critical examination of existing measurement
on the use of measurement as a tool for improving
programs.
Education 594 Topical Seminar in Elementary
course. 1-3 variable credits, repeatable up to 6 c
intended for group study by e le mentary school pe
examining topics, issues, or problems related to the
and development of childre n.
Education 595 Reference and Bibliography Sem
ture hours. 3 credits. • A stu dy and evaluation
books and other bibliographica l material most
answer reference questions in a library.
Education 596 Library Organization Semester
hours. 3 credits. • A study of fundamental met .
procedures in the acquisition, preparation, and Cl
for a small Iibrary with specia l emphasis on the sc
Education 597 Cataloging and Classificatio~ S
lecture hours. 3 credits. • A basic course m C
common types of library materials. Practice in using
fication subject headings, simp le filing rules, and t
tion of printed cards and cata logi ng aids.
Education 598 Topical Seminar in Physical
course; 1-3 lecture hours. 1-3 credits, repea!able U
variable credit seminar type cou rse for physical ed1
one or more issues, problems, or interest areas.
may include special workshops for elementary and
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1educators, selected issues or problems, and professional renewal
inars.
fon 599 Administration and Supervision of Physical Education
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Guides for administraand supervision policies and pr~bler:is i~ phys~cal education.
rvation techniques, standards for judging instruction, the superconference, cooperative supervision. Emphasis placed upon the
mon problems met by administrators and supervisors.

:er

tion 601

Philosophy of Education

Semester course; 3 lecture

rs. 3 credits. • A study of basic philosophies which have contrito the present day educational system. Attention will be given
contemporary philosophies having an impact on planning for future
Growth

and

Development

Semester

; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Contemporary learning theories
their implications for teaching the adolescent learner. Emphasis

be placed on specific problems of adolescent growth and developt as they relate to the learning situation.
ion 603 Seminar in Child Growth and Development Semescourse; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Intensive study of child growth
development and application of this knowledge. Emphasis on curresearch.
Psycholinquistics and Language Arts Curriculum Ser course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • An investigation of the
~logical processes involved in language behavior and the rela1p of these processes to the teaching of the basic communicakills.
'on 605 Analysis and Correction of Classroom Reading ProbSemester course ; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • An investigation
problems arising from the wide range of reading abilities found
In th~ typical classroom. Emphasis is placed upon corrective techwrthrn a classroom setting.
• n 606 Review of Research in Elementary Education SemesCOurse; 3 ~~cture hours. 3 credits. • Application of research
~to specrfrc educational areas of study. Emphasis is on the conion of research rather than the production.
hn 608

History of Western Education

Semester course; 3

m·~ur.s. 3 credits. Prerequisites: Education 300 or its equivalent,

1
0 •arity with European and American history. • This course will
fron an a~alysis of the historical development of Western educa0~ ~t"c.ient times to the twentieth century, with particular em1 s intellectual , social, and politico-economic evolution.

609

l

.

•31
earning Strategies for the Classroom Semester
'
ecture hours. 3 credits. • A study of learning strategies used
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in classroon:is includ_ing examination of concepts a
to the t~achmg-learnmg process. Materials and curricu
cussed in so far as they relate to principles of lea
Education 610 School and Community Relations
3 lecture hours .. 3 credi~s . • New concepts and spec
school-community relations for teachers; involvement
planning; involvement in community planning; and
of evaluative projects for community use. Appro
experiences relating theory to practice will be inclu
Education 611 Social Studies in the Elementary
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • The underlying va
and behavior essential to the conduct of our democ
understandings, generalizations, and concepts drawn
sciences that are appropriate and meaningful to ele
Education 613 Educational Change Semester cou
Developing the skills for planned change in education
of systematic inquiry, systems analysis, and systems a
systems concepts. Provides opportunities for stu
"mini (classroom) changes" or "macro (school
through the use of systems.
Education 614 Contemporary Educational Thought
3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • This course will be d
examination of educational ideas and programs e
temporary writings on education. Students will be
velop critical skills of analysis in examining such
historical and philosophical perspectives.
Education 615 Curriculum Development Semester
hours. 3 credits. • Current studies and proposals
culum improvement and development for school pe
will be given to methods of involving professional
developing curriculum. Appropriate field-based e
theory to practice will be included.
Education 616 Curriculum Seminar Semester
hours. 3 credits. • Aimed at developing curricul
and examination of the conflicting conceptions of
formulation of definitions, classification of relevant
ring and predicting, development of models, and the
theories of curriculum.
Education 617 Programs in Early Childhood
course· 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Study of progra
I
•
§
a
hood education. Focus on purposes, practic~
childhood education; translation of research fin in

d"

Education 618 Internship in Elementary Educati~n
3-6 hours credit. • Intensive practicum expe~
Programs to be planned individually by the stu
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tlon 619 Organization and Administration of Vocational-TechEducation Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • The
is of administrative practices associated with the organization
ysdministration of occupational programs at the secondary and
~econdary levels. Specific areas of study involve leadership, perel management and evaluation, financial management, public
ions, and responsibility to superordinates and subordinates.
tion 620 Public School Administration Semester course; 3
re hours. 3 credits. • An overview of the theory and practice of
lie school administration. Emphasis will be placed on the role of
superintendent with some work on administrative responsibilities
principals of elment~ry and secondary. scho?ls. Appropriate fieldexperiences relating theory to practice will be included.
ion 621 School Law Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3
its. • Legal aspects of school administration which include conional and statutory provisions and court decisions.
Public School Finance Semester course; 3 lecture
• 3 credits. Prerequisite: graduate standing. • A-study of theories,
ies, and expenditures of school funds. Special attention will be
to the practice of educational finance within the public school
ure. The course will include such topics as the school budget,
ial accounting, purchasing and supply problems, school equip, and school insurance.
' n 623 Seminar in Elementary School Administration SemesCOUrse; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisite: consent of program
an. • Probl ems and issues in elementary school leadership.
responsibilities of the elementary school principal. Enrollment
to specialists in administration.
n 624 Mechanical Analysis of Human Motion Semester
; .2 lecture and 2 laboratory hours. 3 credits. • Anatomical res~ips dealin~ with arthrology, myology, neurology, and physical
P es as applied to mechanical and kinesiological interpretation
al, abnormal, and growth and development functions. Stumust design, conduct, and complete a research study.

~25 Current Issues in Physical Education Semester course;
ref ours. 3 credits. • Recognition, discussion, and systematic
0 controversial issues encountered in the conduct of physical
on programs.
626

s

.

•31
emmar of Motor Learning Performance Semester
•
ecture hou
d'
.
and th
rs. 3 ere its. • Analysis of early patterns of beand eddevelopment of physical skills in childhood, adolescy ~ ulthood. Consideration of differences in motor
ofan factors affecting the acquisition of motor skills and
motor lea ·
.h
al
.
rning wit reference to the improvement of inpract1ces.
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Education 627 Practicum in Physical Education Se
credits. • ln.te_nsiv~ practi~um experience in physi
grams. Admin1strat1ve or instructional practicum p
dividually planned by the student and his advisor.
Education 628 School Personnel Administration
lecture hours. 3 credits. • A study of the personnel
tional organizations. Designed to explore techniques
staff-personnel relationships in contemporary edu
Education 629 Development of Research Techniq
cation Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 cred
techniques involved in the analysis and interpretation
to research in phys!cal education. Basic statistics a
countered in physical education research. Student
duct, and write a pilot study.
Education 630 Supervision of Instruction Semester
hours. 3 credits. • An advanced course in modem
vision on the elementary and secondary levels.
practices of instruction will be examined. Appropr·
perie nces re lating theory to practice will be inclu
Education 631 Teaching English to Minority
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • A study of
fronted when teaching English to students from ml
attention given to the importance of non-stand
preserving cultural uniqueness. Some emphasis will
student for whom English is a second language (Sa
Education 632 Seminar in Dynamics of Reading R
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Intensive study
social, intellectual, and physical factors involved I
pre-reading skills. Emphasis on current research a
dology.
Education 633 Aural Rehabilitation Semester cou
3 credits. • A detailed review in techniques for t
and auditory training for the hearing-impaired chi
Education 634-635 Seminar and Internship in the
Continuous course· 2 lecture and 4 laboratory h
Observation and p:actice of instructional techniq
in the community college on all levels f~om. de
through college transfer courses, culminating ·~ .t
ance of full responsibility for teaching a com~osit~
under the general supervision of a community C
man. (Same as English 634-635)
Education 636 Teaching of Communication Se
ture hours. 3 credits. • A study of traditional and.
strategies for teaching various forms of commun
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hasis on the teaching of composition and secondary em. empreading and speech. The validity of strategies will be tested
~~dent's own writing (Same as English 636).

th•;

lion 637 Mass Media and the Teaching of English

Semester

rse; 3 lecture hours . 3 credits. • A. stu?y of the use .of the mass
1 in the English classroom . Emphasis will be on teaching methods
a ed to take advantage of the student's awareness of the media.
attention will be given to television and film (Same as English

~I

'on 638 Vocational and Occupational Adjustment for ExcepChildren Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • An
tation to occupations, occupational information, and problems of
tment for the handicapped with emphasis on the mentally handi. Emphasis is also placed upon implications of vocational and
pational adjustment problems for curriculum. Selected visitations
ploying agencies are an integral part of the course.
n 639 Seminar in Secondary School Administration Semescourse; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisite: consent of program
an. • Problems and issues in secondary school leadership.
responsibilities of the secondary school principal. Enrollment
to specialists in administration.

n 640 Improvement of Instruction in Distributive Education
er course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisite: Distributive
Ion 405 or equivalent experience. • Curriculum adaptation, u5e
ropriate methods, application to secondary school and adult
ms .
. 641 Directed Independent Study 1-3 lecture hours. Variacred1!. Prerequisite: permission of department chairman. • For
ts m education to pursue, in depth, a particular problem or
about which an interest or talent has been demonstrated.
642 Materials and Methods in Project Instruction Semesrse;. 3 lecture hours . 3 credits. • Development of specific reVOcational curriculum materials for non-cooperative distributive
n classes at the secondary level.

~43 Research in Distributive Education Semester course;
~ o~rs .. 3 c.redits. • Methods and techniques of practical reppltcation is made to problems in distributive education and
.are required to select and plan simple research studi~s in

rs~4 C~reer

Education Concepts

Semester course; 3 lec-

h~d credits. • Designed to familiarize students with curricupha: and procedures necessary to implement career educaed is ~n roles of school personnel and community agencies
ucat1on programs.
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Education 645 Public Relations Principles Semester
hours. 2 credits. • Basic factors in communications
public relations responsibilities of the teacher-coord
visor. The message, the audience, the media, and
ness are included.
Education 646 Media Center Development Sem
ture hours. 3 credits. • The nature and sco
educational media services for school districts, state
centralized services.
Education 647 Renewal
of Occupational
course; 240 hours of full-time employment. 3 c
practical occupational experience in a distributive b
by special arrangement and at the direction of the
students must complete an analysis of the firm's
operation in written form , including all major ph
Education 648 Preparation of Instructional
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Development
classroom with an emphasis on determining medl
message, producing the material, and evaluating the
of these materials will be predicated on the learm
structional styles.
Education 649 Educational Media: Theory and
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • An analysis of
with emphasis on the use of media in instructio
velopment of teaching strategies .
Education 650 Supervisory Leadership in Distrib
mester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • The role
in distributive education; principles of creative su
tion for observation , guidance, and training of t
Education 651 Readings in Distributive Education
1-3 credits . Prerequisite: consent of advisor. • In
current literature under tutorial guidance.
Education 652 Issues in Vocational-Technical
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • This course
vocational and technical education as it has devel
States. An examination is made of the changing s
tural , and legislative influences on the philosop
vocational education . A studv is made of the relatl
cation, technology, manage~ent, labor, and gov
major issues and trends.
Education 653 Curriculum
Construction Sem
credits. Prerequisite: consent of advisor. • ln~e
riculum problems; organization and preparation
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to individual students or on a conference or a seminar basis,
nding on student needs and nature of study.
tion 654 World of Work Seminars 1-3 lecture hours. Variable
•t per seminar, maximum 9 hours. • Repeatable field seminar de1 to familiarize school personnel with current information necesto assist students in making appropriate and enlightened career
s. Developed in cooperation with business, industry, military,
other facets of our economy to explore career options, includes
room as well as field experiences.
'on 655 Techniques of Remediating Specific Language DisabiliSemester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisite : Educa566 and 568. • Advanced course in1 techniques for the
iation of specific language disabilities with emphasis on reading
ms. Includes interpretation of diagnostic reports and the pretion and evaluation of a variety of specific remedial methodolon 656 Language Development for Severely Handicapped
Semester course. 3 credits. Prerequisite: permission of inor. • An intensive study of the development sequence of Ianacquisition and strategies for language intervention with the
and profound mentally retarded and other severely handicapped

ren.

n 657 Curriculum Design for Mentally Retarded Semester
3 credits. Prerequisites : Education 461 / 561 and 467 I 567. •
mination of issues and strategies required in selecting and deng curriculum for the mentally retarded. Emphasis on four comts: the .content and behavior from resources used in teaching
far. top.1cs, the instructional design and procedures, and ways
naging instruction for the mentally retarded.
659 History and Philosophy of Vocational-Technical EduSemester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • A historical
lca~f factor.s w~ich influenced the development of vocationalr education, including its social, economic, and philosophical
rons. An analysis will be made of certain world-of-work as,;:ns as well as significant legislations which have given direction
us to vocational education in the United States.
er ~6~. Research Methods in Education Designed to develop
-~a~· mg of and skills in a research approach to educational
pro a ~ng. Emphasizes basic research concepts and different reons~el u~es and proce.sses appropriate for use in educational
and dnc u?es developing skills in critical analysis of research
mptiorawing implications for educational programs . Analyzes
. Explons, uses, and, limitations of various educational research
Each s;e~ meth.odologica l and ethical issues in educational re. 1 e~ther conducts or designs a study in his area of
nal spu .en
ec1a 11zat1on,
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Education 661 Characteristics of Children with
Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Then
children with learning disabilities with emphasis u
and behavioral characteristics as related to edu
Education 662 Problems in Special Education
lecture hours. 3 credits. • Open only to advanced 5
is provided in the development, conduct, and
problems relative to the education or rehabilitati
children. Registration by department permission only
Education 663 Curriculum Development in Voc:a
cation Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
elements of curriculum development (objectives, le
outcomes) and staff leadership requirements need
cation, development, implementation, and evaluat
programs. Emphasis will be given to vocational a
methods of instruction, developing competencies,
market needs.
Education 664 Review of Research in Mental R
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • A review of
mental retardation and its implications for progr
retarded children in schools, institutions, and prl
Education 665 Supervision of Instruction in Voc:a
cation Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits.
principles of supervision and their application to
grams. Emphasis is given to administrative respon
with teacher selection, growth, and evaluation;
counseling program; curriculum improvement; In
and educational leadership.
Education 666 Procedures in Early Childhood
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • An examinat
teaching procedures in early childhood with s
to research and actual practice in the school e
Education 667 Exercise Physiology: lnstrumen
Semester course· 1 lecture and 4 laboratory hou
signed to integr;te practical and theoreti~al aspects
ology; experiences will benefit the phy~ica.1 educa
athletic trainer, and the physiologist. Units include
erating a movement physiology laboratory and
circuit spirometry, closed-circuit spirometry, blood
thropometrics.
Education 668 Methods of Clinical Teachin~
lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisites: Educatio~
• Specific methodologies for teachin~ ~~ildre~ WI
nitive and cognitive learning disabil1t1es using
medial, and compensatory approaches.
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on 669 Administration and Supervision Semester course; 3
hours. 3 credits. • Practices and problems in providing school
rems for handicapped and gifted children in both urban and rural
munities are discussed.
on 670 Current Issues in Special Education Semester course;
re hours. 3 credits. • For special education personnel, guidance
ers school administrators, and others involved in programs for
ti~nal children. An appraisal of current problems and issues
nting special education with emphasis on instruction and adrative problems in the schools.

n 671 Review of Research in Emotional Disturbance Semescourse; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • A review of major research in
onal disturbance and its implications for programming for emoly disturbed children in schools, institutions, and private facilin 672 Internship in Special Education Semester course. 3-6
• • Intensive practicum experience with exceptional children.
ms to be planned individually by the student and his advisor.
n 673 Classroom Management of Disturbed Children Secourse; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Discussion of method and
lques of managing classroom behavior. Open only to advanced
te students in the area of emotionally disturbed.

674 Review of Research in Learning Disabilities Semester
; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisites: Education 468, 568,
661. • Review of major research in learning disabilities with emon. its implications for educational programming for children
learning disabilities.
675 Guidance in the Elementary Schools Semester course;
re hours. 3 credits. • A survey of guidance and counseling pro. rel~vant to the developmental needs of elementary children .
• 1 wil.1 be given to specific methods of nonverbal communica':d chil?ren, diagnosis of reading difficulty, working with parserving as a resource person for the school faculty.

h

67~ Techniques of Counseling Semester course ; 3 lecture
3
In cred.its. ~ A st.udy of techniques used in counseling with stuPe c uding interviewing and assisting students in gaining insight
.~~I pro?lei:ns and in making educational and vocational
ntion is given to theories of counseling and of personality.

c':

7 Organization and Administration of Guidance Services
Is anu~se; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • A study of organizational
se . Procedures necessary for the effective administration of
8Uidrvices. Consideration is given to procedures used in estabance programs or modifying existing ones (or both), in-
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eluding the study of various community resources that
to more effective guidance services.
Education 678 Occupational and Educational Info
course; 3 lecture hours . 3 credits. • Designed to g
school counselor an understanding of the developm
which the individual pupil comes to make a meani
choice. Emphasis will be given to a review of resou
the counselor and pupil and the relationship between
pupil in career planning.
Education 679 Educational Measurement and Eval
course; 2 lecture and 2 laboratory hours. 3 credits. •A
and individual tests typically employed in school testi
be made. Particular attention will be given to tests of
titude, achievement, and vocational and psycholo
Stress will be placed on proper interpretation and
by the counselors.
Education 680 Advanced Counseling Techniques
lecture hours. 3 credits. • An advanced review of
proaches and recent developments in individual and
Emphasis on the utilization of systematic human rela
cepts and techniques.
Education 681-1 Investigations and Trends in the 1i
Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. 2 la
credits. • A discussion, lecture, and laboratory expe
problems and recent developments involved in in
cepts and laboratory approaches of modern biol
school. Included will be the theoretical and P
methods of teaching science in a laboratory-oriented
the design, implementation, and evaluation of s
grams.
Education 681-2 Investigation and Trends in the 1i
matics Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credl
signed to familiarize the teacher or prospective tea
ments in content, strategies for organizin.g con
methods of teaching in the field of mathematics.
Education 681-3 Investigations and Trends in the 1
Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • .
familiarize the teacher or prospective teacher with
content, strategies for organizing content, and
instruction in English.
Education 682 Curriculum Development in Sci
.
·
d for science
mester course. 1-4 credits.•
Des1gne
dt
die and secondary school; :-Viii incl~d·e· t~a~he~f f
innovations which emphasize the rn1tiatio
eH
classroom work on current scientific trends, as w
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m and laboratory programs such as BSCS Biology, ISCS, IPS,
other new or developing programs.
n 683 Designing Modular Instructional Packages Semester
. 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • A study of the theory underlying
lation and instructional packages and its application in the inional process. Modular instructional packages will be developed
emphasis on their proper use as an instructional strategy.
n 684 Guidance-Business and Industrial Practicum Semescourse; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Course designed to assist high
I counselors to become better acquainted with vocational opnities in business and industry. Field trips and guest speakers
Included in order to provide accurate and up-to-date information
ming vocational opportunities. A written report is required .
n 685 Problems in Guidance Semester course; 3 lecture
• 3 credits. • A course designed to allow the student to pursue
dent study of a topic under the supervision of a faculty memThe aim of the course is to provide the advanced student with the
nity to investigate topics of sufficient interest that cannot be
through regular registration. A written report is required.
n 686 The Adult Education Movement Semester course; 3
hours. 3 credits. • The historical development of the adult
tion movement will be traced . Important events, laws, and perlties will be studied with emphasis on the philosophiCal foundaand social imperatives inherent in the concept of life-long learnThe effect of adult education history on the present will be
ed with particular emphasis on future trends .
687

The Adult Learner

Semester course; 3 lecture hours.

I~.• The physiological , psychological, and socio-economic char-

ac~ of adults will be studied. Particular emphasis will be placed
diffe~ences. between socio-economic groups and the changes
:cu~ with ~ging. The special characteristics of the disadvantaged
~rived will be analyzed . Relevant learning theories and their
ions for adult education will be explored.

h 688 Instructional Strategies for Adults Semester course; 3
1 ours. 3 credits. Prerequisite: Education 687. • Systematic
u~ development models and specific teaching techniques that
u 1'~: wi~h adults will be studied. Emphasis will be placed on
a izing instruction and the use of multi-media strategies. The
concepts of
d'
.
me 1a centers, learning centers, and programmed
g w·n b
dis' d e explored . Special attention will be given to techniques
a vantaged and undereducated .

De~~~o Topical Seminar in Educational Leadership and Permaxirn Pment s.emester course; 1-3 lecture hours. Variable
urn 6 credits. • A seminar intended for intensive study
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of selected issues and concerns by leadership pe
be selected to meet the interests and needs of partl
Education 690 Group Procedures in Counseling
mester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • lntrodu
process, group counseling, and group guidance
fined; basically theoretical.
Education 691 Student Personnel Services in HI
mester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. Prerequisi
677. • A course which focuses attention on admin
making and problem solving in the area of student
Emphasizes the case study approach; students will
ous administrative experiments requiring the empl
trative theory and practice.
Education 692
Education Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 c
Education 691. • An appraisal of current issues and
student personnel work. Emphasis on the effect
education have had upon student services and a
tu re.
Education 693 Guidance Practicum Semester
hours. 3 credits. Prerequisites: completion of 15
study in counselor education and permission of thi
practicum is designed to provide the advanc
meaningful sequence of supervised counseling ex
will be at the school level which best serves the s
area of specialization.
Education 694 The Community College, Its Hist
Semester course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Ed
and its implementation will be reviewed to find t
justification for the establishment of two year In
education. Particular emphasis will be placed on
comprehensive community college.
Education 695 Guidance Seminar Semester cou
3 credits. Prerequisite: open to advanced students
the instructor. • An advanced course designed to
intensive study of guidance services. T~e ap~ro.a~~
the knowledge and skills from the various d1scrp
the work of the counselor.
Education 696 Adult Program Manageme~t an~d
course; 3 lecture hours. 3 credits. • Vanous du
and patterns of management approp~iate for. 1~ be
as management principles and tech~1ques WI
will be placed on program promotion, staff
training, student personnel services, ~nd progra:;'
ous evaluation models will be studied. Forma
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to improve instructional strategies, validate student diagnosis
placement, and to restate program objectives.
.
n 697 The Community School Semester course; 3 lecture
. 3 credits. • The development and utilization of the community
I concept will be examined. Community-wide use of school
les and the involvement of the total community in the learning
will be studied. Emphasis will be placed on the physical plant
, organizational structure, staffing, and curriculum of the comschool. The utilization of the community school to implement
ng learning" will be stressed.
698 Adult Education Seminar Semester course; 3 lecture
3 credits. • Restricted to second semester graduate students.
t problems in adult education are identified and discussed. Each
twill review and report on research that is related to the probIdentified. Emphasis will be on the synthesis and application of
and knowledge gained in current and prior graduate courses.
699 Internship in Administration and Supervision Semesrse. 3 or 6 credits. • Internship in educational administration
Mlpervision is provided for graduate students in administration to
ke carefully designed field activity under the supervision of
rs of the staff of the department. Emphasis is given to design
project prior to registration for the course.
700 Internship Semester course. 3-6 credits. • A required
e practicum experience in an urban school which provides a
for the student to continue his inquiry into the theories and
of teaching.
. 701 Thesis Semester course. 6 credits. • A research study
IC or problem approved by the student's supervisory committee
pleted in accordance with acceptable standards for thesis
710 Exercise Physiology: Instrumentation and Techniques
/ ~ourse; 1 lecture and 4 laboratory hours. 3 credits. • Deo int~grate practical with theoretical aspects of exercise physi~P«:riences will benefit the physical educator, the coach, the
rainer, and the physiologist. Units include setting up and
a movement physiology laboratory and techniques of openr~metry,
closed-circuit spirometry, blood chemistry, and ant rics.
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Political Science, 812-14 West Franklin Street
41 . Department of Administration of Justice and
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43. Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies.
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44. VCU Administrative Offices. 9 10 'Nest Franklin
Street
45. Student Center. 916 west Franklin Street
46 . VCU Police Department. 918West Franklin Street
47. Offices of Admissions, and Auxiliary Enterprises
and University Services. 920 'Nest Franklin Street
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49. Department of Art HiSIOfY. 922 West Franklin
Street
50. Meredith House, 1014 'M:!st Franklin Street
51 . learning Resources Center, SchoOI of Education.
1617 Monument Avenue
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53. Lafayette Hall, 3 12 North Shafer Street
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linden Street
55. School of Business. 1015 FloYd Avenue
56. Department of Psychology. 711-13 'Nest Main
Street
57. New Dormitory
58. Science-Education Building
59. Center !0< Continuing Education. 301 West
Franklin Street
60. CommonwealthTimes (Behind828West Franklin)
61 .. Purchasing. 1207 North Boulevard

Information Olf1ce. 901 !Nest Franklin Street.
phone 77Q-6557
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